
The New EcoChic Furniture Range

REQUEST YOUR FREE FABRIC  
& LAMINATE SAMPLES PACK

~ FREE SAMPLES ~



Cedar Spa Couch 
The Cedar Spa Couch is a stylish British Made Couch with 
quality CE approved Motor movements for height adjustment 
and a gas release system for raising and lowering the head 
rest. The timber construction is from sustainable FSC sources 
and the cushioning and fabrics are Crib 5 fire retardent and 
POP's free. Choose from 25 laminate and fabric finishes to 
suit your brand styling. SKU: 01267

Eden Pedispa 
The Eden is a compact Pedispa 
with a simplistic design and soft 
cushioned seating. When not in 
use, the Stainless Steel basin can 
be hidden away under the seat 
saving space and allowing easy 
access into and out of the chair. 
SKU: 01594



Moon Reception Desk 
The Moon Reception Desk with it's 'wrap around styling' is a 
practical choice for any High Street Salon. SKU: 05767

Kendal Retail  
Display Unit  
 
The Kendal Retail Unit 
offers both display and 
drawer storage for your 
retail selection. With 3 
smooth closing  
drawers and upper  
illuminated retail  
shelving the Kendal  
offers style to any  
reception environment.  
 
All manufactured by 
REM using sustainably 
sourced materials and 
all electrics complying 
with CE, UKCA and 
WEEE directives. 
 
Choose from a selection 
of 25 laminate colours 
to suit your style.  
 
SKU: 05553



Willow Styling Chair 
This environmentally friendly salon chair  
is crafted from sustainably sourced  
materials, reducing its ecological  
footprint without compromising on style 
or comfort.

Willow Washunit 
An Eco-friendly moulded cabinet with a 
steel chair frame, Willow is manufactured 
from high-quality sustainable materials.  
The perfect fit for the environment and  
Salon practicality.

SKU: 04047

SKU: 04634



Meadow Styling Chair 
The soft, comfortable cushioning made from 
Eco-friendly, Crib 5 Fire Retardent material 
and fit with the robust REM Hydraulic Base  
system making this a perfect choice 
for busy Salons.

Meadow Washunit 
The Meadow Baltic Unit is designed to 
compliment the Meadow Styling Chair 
and has an an Eco-friendly moulded 
cabinet and upholstered seat.

SKU: 04637

SKU: 04049



Halo Mirror 
The Halo Styling Unit 
has a Renaissance 
arched mirror with 
feature LED inlay.

Rosa Mirror 
The Rosa Styling Mirror 
with it's semi-circular 
arched mirror and 
box shelf.

Malibu Mirror 
The Malibu Styling 
Unit is an elegant 
long oval mirror unit 
with laminated shelf.

Malibu Retail 
The Malibu Retail 
Unit brings simple, 
practical styling to 
your Salon space.

SKU: 05171SKU: 05173

SKU: 05554SKU: 05167



Celebrity Make-Up Station 
The Celebrity Make-up Station has a  
spacious mirror, complete with a series 
of LED Theatre Bulbs Illuminating diffused 
light for all make-up application. 

SKU: 05625-1

Brookland Barber Chair 
The New Brookland Barber Chair is  
both comfortable and ergonomic  
in its design. With an adjustable  
backrest and headrest, feature  
stitching and upholstered piping. SKU: 04323
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SUSTAINABLE SALON FURNITURE THAT DOESN’T COST THE EARTH 
  

With a Manufacturing Facility boasting a Skilled Workforce and State-of-the-Art Technology the REM Team have  
created a new range of Sustainable Furniture for the Salon, Spa and Barber Sector. The Earth range is available in a  
variety of finishes and colours and all products have been Designed and Manufactured specifically to reduce  

our Carbon Footprint by using a wide range of sustainable, eco-friendly materials.

Lola Salon Trolley 
Curved laminated side panels, 5 spacious storage trays and 
a 'slide out' Holster coated in an Eco friendly black powder 
paint for Dryer and Tool storage.  SKU: 06155

View the full range:Order FREE samples:


